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Celebrating the 
Language of Love
"A language is not just words. It's a culture, a tradition, a 
unification of a community, a whole history that creates what 
a community is. It's all embodied in a language." 

— Noam Chomsky

This issue of Prabha is dedicated to the language of love 
and romanticism. Urdu defines beauty and grace and is the 
language of poets, and we, at Prabha Khaitan Foundation, 
enthusiastically endeavour to honour language, art and 
culture through all our initiatives. As India decked up to 
mark some of its biggest festivals, the Foundation organised 
several sessions to extend the cheer among all our patrons.

In this issue, we also bring you moments from the wild, 
captured on camera by our Ehsaas Women.

We are proud to announce that our new 
initiative, Muskaan, is growing from strength to strength. 
The initiative has been received very well all over the country, 
and we have been able to enrol more than 150 schools in this 
endeavour. The team is working hard and getting even more 
institutions on board.

As always, we look forward to suggestions from you. 
Please feel free to write to us at newsletter@pkfoundation.org

Stay safe and happy reading!

Disclaimer: The views and opinions expressed in the articles are those of the 
authors. They do not reflect the opinions or views of the Foundation or its 
members.

mailto:newsletter@pkfoundation.org
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  WISHES EHSAAS 
WOMEN BORN IN NOVEMBER

2nd November

15th November

17th November

11th November

16th November

24th November

Anubha Arya

Malika Varma

Priyanshi Patel

Seema Singh

Esha Dutta

Kulsum Malik

SNAPSHOTS
OF THE MONTH

(L-R) Anindita Chatterjee, author Vikram Sampath and Alok Dhawan 
presented Sampath's books on V.D. Savarkar to the Governor of Uttar 
Pradesh, Anandiben Patel (centre),  at Governor House, Lucknow, after a 
Kitaab session hosted by Prabha Khaitan Foundation.  

(L-R) Ehsaas Woman of Nagpur Priyanka Kothari, author Vikram Sampath 
and Ehsaas Women of Nagpur Jyoti Kapoor and Parveen Tuli presented 
Sampath's books on V.D. Savarkar to Mohanrao Bhagwat (centre), the 
Sarsanghchalak of the Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh, before The Write 
CIrcle session hosted by Prabha Khaitan Foundation.
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WWords in Tribute:  
Celebrating National Urdu Day

COVER STORY

The first Urdu poet, Quli 
Qutub Shah, was also the 

fifth ruler of the Qutub Shahi 
dynasty of Golconda. Born 
in 1565, he 
came to the 
throne when 
he was only 
15 years old. 
Some argue 
that he ruled 
for 31 years 
but serious 

research into his life and work shows that 
he actually ruled for 32 years, six months 
and 26 days. This remarkable emperor-
poet died prematurely at the age of 46 in 
1612 but left behind a huge amount of 
respectable poetry as well as an extremely 
rich royal legacy.

History has recorded Quli Qutub Shah as a just ruler, 
peace-loving person and a charitable being of kind 

The First Urdu Poet: Quli Qutub Shah
Anisur Rahman

disposition. He is also known for his artistic hand and 
his keen interest in painting, music, and architecture. His 
name is associated with architectural wonders like Char 
Minar, Gagan Mahal, Khudadad Mahal, Mahal Koh-e 

Toor, Sajan Mahal and Aalii Mahal. He has 
also been idolised as a great lover, many of 
whom he celebrated in his poetry.  

It has been repeatedly narrated that he 
fell in love with a beautiful dancer from 
the village of Chechlam. Enamoured 
by her, he used to swim against the 
rough waves of river Musi to meet her. 
He named her Bhagmati and married 
her at the age of 26. Following this, he 
established a city after her and called it 
Bhag Nagar. Once Bhag Mati became 
Hyder Mahal, Bhag Nagar came to be 
renamed as Hyderabad. This was Quli 
Qutub Shah's dream city with 14,000 

shops and the Char Minar in the middle. 

Quli Qutub Shah was a contemporary of Tulsi Das 

Quli Qutub Shah may 
best be described as an 

Indian poet in the broadest 
sense.  He also offers 

one of the best examples 
of Indo-Persian cultural 
confluence. He remains 

forever an example 
of a complete man, a 

remarkable emperor and 
an iconic poet
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(1523-1623) and Emperor Akbar (1542-1605). All these 
three iconic personalities mark the history of medieval 
India in three significant ways. As a poet, Quli Qutub 
Shah wrote in three languages—Persian, Telugu as well 
as Deccani, which later acquired the status of a mother 
language and came to be known as Urdu. He practised all 
the major poetical forms that included panegyrics, elegies, 
long poetical narratives and four-line short compositions.   

It is important to note that Quli Qutub Shah used 
standard Deccani for his poetry. This was a language 
that had acquired its strength in kinship with other 
languages like Arabic, Farsi, Dravidi, Kannadi and 
Telugu.  It is in the Deccani language that he composed a 
complete divaan of his poetry with 5000 shers and came 
to be acknowledged as the first-ever poet with such a 
distinction to his credit. 

Quli Qutub Shah may be adequately described 
as a poet of sringar. He celebrated romance and the 
female body like none other. He personified his women 
and named them as Nanhi, Saanvlii, Kanvlii, Pyaarii, 
Gorii, Chhabiilii, Lalaa, Laalan, Mohan, Hyder Mahal, 
Mahbuub. There are several others also like Bilqiis 
Zamaani, Haatim, Bahminii, Hindi Chorii, Padimini, 
Sundar, Sajan, Rangiilii, Noor ki Muurat, Kasabnaa, 
Sajiinii. Apart from writing the poetry of love and 
romance, he also wrote poems on religious festivals, 
seasons, nature, patriotism and cultural and secular 
values. 

To bring home the broad nature of his poetry, here are 
two examples of his poetic compositions in the original, 
as also in my English translation. The following ghazal has 
become his iconic composition: 

Piyaa baaj pyaala piyaa jaae naa
Piyaa baaj yak til jiyaa jaae naa

Kaheethe piyaa bin sabuuri karuun
Kahhiya jaae amma kiyaa jaae naa

Nahi 'ishq jis vo badaa kuud hai
Kadhein us se mil bisiiyaa jaae naa

Qutub Shah na de mujh divaane ku pand
Divaane ku kucch pand diyaa jaae naa

(I can't ever drink my drink without my love
I can't ever breathe; I sink without my love

I should be patient, you say, without my love
How unfair! I can't even blink without my love

A boor indeed is one who can't be in love
I'm no boor; I'm on the brink without my love

No counsels, Qutub Shah, none to this crazy one
I'm the one; I can't even think without my love)

His poetry of religious nature is well exemplified in 
this prayer:

 Chandra suur tire nuur the, nis din kuun nuuraanii 
kiyaa
Terii sifat kin kar sake, tuu aapii meraa hai jiyaa

 Tuj naam munj aaraam hai, munj jiiu suu tuj kaam 
hai
 Sab jag kuun tuj suun kaam hai, tuj naam jap maalaa 
huaa

 Tuj yaad mein jag muuhiyaa, hai jug upar teraa 
mayaa
 Jo jag mange so tuun diyaa, tuun hii jagat kaa hai 
diyaa

Jiitaa huun terii aas the, aayaa hai rahm aakaas the
 Je kuch manguun tuj paas the, so hai so munj kuun 
tuun diyaa

 Bhautik mayaa siite apan, detaa Qutub kuun sab 
Daccan
Nabii kaa nit charan, jab lag hai tan miyaane jiyaa

(The moon and the sun bear your glow;
Your glow turns the dark night into day.
None can ever be as you are
All life and soul to this man of clay.

Only your name brings me comfort;
In comfort, I offer my life to you.
I repeat your name; you are my rosary
The world prays to, you as I do.

They remember you; they are all yours,
Your love is greater than the world's love.
You bestow what the world desires
The sky sends its rays from above.

I look up to you; I know you are kind,
A kind God of heavens who sends His grace.
You have what I need; provide all I want
And all you offer, I always embrace.

Deccan showers all its love on Qutub,
Qutub adorns his head with the Prophet's feet.
He only prays to you—to you—who else
As long as the soul and the body meet.)

Quli Qutub Shah may best be described as an Indian 
poet in the broadest sense.  He also offers one of the 
best examples of Indo-Persian cultural confluence. 
He remains forever an example of a complete man, a 
remarkable emperor and an iconic poet. 

The author is the advisor of Urdu, Arabic and Persian 
Language Programme, Prabha Khaitan Foundation
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The English Ghazal
S. A. Hamid

My encounter with the Urdu ghazal took place when 
I was growing up in Lucknow. Both my father and 

grandfather were fond of ghazals, thumris and dadras 
(especially those sung by Begum Akhtar), and my father 
invited local ghazal singers on special occasions, which 
included my Dawat-e-Walima, a reception after my 
wedding. When I was a university student, Mehdi Hassan, 
Ghulam Ali and Jagjit Singh appeared on the scene and 
I got hooked on them. I was introduced to the 'English 
ghazal' by my elder daughter a few years back when she 
started working on Agha Shahid Ali for her doctoral 
thesis. Agha Shahid Ali, annoyed as well as amused with 
'these arbitrary near-surrealistic exercises in free verse 
(that) pass for ghazals' (also labeled as "bastard ghazals" 
by Andy Weaver), decided to invite over a hundred 
American poets to write 'real ghazals in English' that had 
the formal features of the Urdu ghazal, and which were 
published in the book, aptly titled Ravishing DisUnities: 
Real Ghazals in English (2000). 

The ghazal as a form, however, is alien to the western 
literary tradition: its lack of a unified theme, emotion 
or idea, seems to have baffled the western mind, reared 
on a diet of Aristotle's Unities. A form that took birth 
in seventh century Arabia, it is, however, the Persian 
ghazal, established by Hafiz in the 14th century, which 
was adopted by the Urdu poets. The ghazal consists of 
thematically independent couplets, numbering usually 
between five and 12, called beit in Arabic and sh'er in 
Persian and Urdu, united by a strict scheme of radif or 
refrain, qafia or rhyme and bahr or line-length in which 
the phonetic length of syllables is taken into account. The 
ghazal begins with the matla, in which the qafia is used 

in both the lines (misras) of the couplet, along with the 
refrain or radif, which follows the qafia. In subsequent 
couplets, this scheme of radif and qafia occurs only in 
the second line. The last sh'er of the ghazal, in which the 
poet may use his 'nom de plume' or takhallus, is known 
as maqta. Each sh'er may deal with a different theme, 
idea or emotion; the first may be romantic, the next 
philosophical, political, mystical and so on. Nothing akin 
to this is found in the western literary tradition. 

An integral aspect of the ghazal is its oral tradition 
of the Mushaira which, in itself, is a unique cultural 
experience marked by audience participation. Often, the 
first line of a sh'er is repeated by the nazim (anchor) and 
the audience, creating expectation and a certain degree 
of suspense, which, if fulfilled by the qafia in the second 
line, earns the appreciation of the audience through wah-
wah (expression of praise) and mukarrar irshad (please 
repeat). An important reason for this 'mystique' of the 
Mushaira, according to Isaac Sequeira, is the taghazzul 
or ghazal-ness of the ghazal, 'the multilayered-ness and 
ulteriority that every good ghazal possesses which attracts 
the common man, the scholar as well as the sufi to it.' 
Often, ghazals are first recited in a Mushaira as a way of 
testing the audience's response to them before they are 
published in the form of a diwan. Another feature of Urdu 
poetry is its freedom from the confines of gender. 'Wo' in 
Urdu may refer to male or female, earthly beloved or God, 
sometimes both in a single sh'er. 

Writing a ghazal in English is also difficult because 
bahr or line length in Urdu depends upon syllable-count, 
unlike English, where stressed and unstressed syllables 
constitute meter. In several English ghazals, the line 
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length varies in different sh'er or within a sh'er of the 
ghazal. Sample this ghazal of Martha Collins:

Sand is stretched taut, like white sheets
Rising sea comes on with moon. It sways with her. 

Poets who have written ghazals in English have made 
a few experiments with its form. For instance, in the 
first poem of Agha Shahid Ali's book of ghazals, Call Me 
Ishmael Tonight (2003), there is no qafia:

The only language of loss left in the world is Arabic
These words were said to me in a language not Arabic

While many poets writing ghazals in English have 
followed the rule of radif and qafia, others have dispensed 
with the qafia. In Urdu, there have been examples of  
ghazals without radif, but not without qafia. This is a 
unique feature and contribution of the English ghazal. 
Being aware of the challenges of writing ghazals in 
English, I would like to take the liberty of giving two 
examples from my own ghazals, out of which one ghazal 
has both radif and qafia while the other has only radif. 
However, both of them have matla and maqta, as well 
as radif in the second line of each couplet following the 
matla. First, I will quote four (out of 10) sh'er from the 
first one:

I've come a long way, from your arms that night
Why did I leave, the mystery of your charms that night.

I turned from the mosque, towards the tavern
A sinner, but I had no qualms that night.

Between your thighs was nectar from Paradise
I drank and knew, death could do no harm that night.

 Hamid, who understands, who can listen to your uneasy 
heart
 Not even one, who imprisoned you for life, in those arms 
that night.

All the features of the Urdu ghazal: radif (that night), 
qafia (charms, qualms etc), matla, maqta and as far as 
possible, bahr, have been followed in this ghazal. Each 
sh'er is an independent entity and the couplets deal with 
different themes. 

Now, four (out of seven) couplets from the second 
one, a ghazal without qafia, but with all the other features 
used in the preceding ghazal including the radif (there is 
silence):

When I look deep inside my heart, there is silence
In my room, the walls, the door, there is silence.

In prosperity, his house was always abuzz with activity
In adversity, wherever he looks, searches, there is silence.

 A devastating beauty is always surrounded with 
admirers
But when her charm wanes, all around there is silence.

You have lectured too much Hamid, we're all fed up
 For God's sake stop this nonsense, we wish there is 
silence.

Although the Urdu purists may frown upon a 
composition that has no qafia and refuse to call it a 
ghazal despite having conceded a ghazal without radif 
in Urdu, a non-qafia ghazal can be said to be the unique 
contribution of the 'English ghazal', a term which was 
something of a paradox three decades back, but which has 
now gained legitimacy with more and more poets writing 
'real ghazals' after Agha Shahid Ali.

While many poets writing ghazals 
in English have followed the 
rule of radif and qafia, others 

have dispensed with the qafia. In 
Urdu, there have been examples 
of  ghazals without radif, but not 
without qafia. This is a unique 
feature and contribution of the 

English ghazal
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The history of ghazal goes back to the pre-Islamic 
Arabia, where the tradition of 'qasidah' was prevalent 

as a very strong literary genre. Written and sung in 
praise of kings or tribal heads, the qasidah emphasised a 
very delicate and mesmerising kind of singing typically 
referred to as taghazzul. In Arabic, qasidah was mainly 
used as a romantic form of poetry. Most of the pre-Islamic 
Arabic poets are known for their qasidah in praise of 
beautiful women of their region. Sometimes they used 
fake names but most of the time it was composed with the 
real names. After the emergence of Islam, this tradition 
was substituted by religious subjects. When Islam spread 
over different parts of world and monarchy replaced the 
khilafat, qasidah became an important tool for the poets 
to earn the favour and patronage of the ruler. 

The Arabian missionaries who worked for the spread of 
Islam, worked for the spread of the rich Arabic literature 
as well and qasidah reached Iran during the 10th century 
where it attained its pinnacle in the hands of Nazeeri, 
Anwari and Khaqani. This lengthy form was more or less 
elitist, praising the glory of the king, highlighting their 
successes as rulers, narrating the marvels of the court, 
describing the magnificence associated with monarchy, 
praising the royal ways, the royal 'harem' and even the 
royal women. Poets who found all this difficult, wrote 
their qasidah in praise of God, His Prophet, or even the 
pir (spiritual guide). The Sufi-istic Iranian ethos and 
its inherent love for the common man resulted in the 
revolutionary advent of the ghazal, which I see as the 
literary declaration of independence. 

A qasidah starts with the tashbeeb, the opening part 
having several couplets of cheerful and festive nature—
like wine, flowers, pleasant season, scenic beauty—
followed by the gurez, the turning point for change in 
the mood, and then go for the mad'h, the praise, which 
comprises the main part of the qasidah annexed by the 
dua. The unmanageably long qasidah was truncated and 
the tashbeeb was taken out and given the form of ghazal, 
whichsoon became the most popular verse form of 
Persian literature. By the 12th century, Islam became the 
dominant religion of South and Central Asia and the Sufis 
and litterateurs of Iranian descent played a major role in 
this. This can be exemplified when we look at the courses 
of study that were practised by the madrasas and darul-
ulooms across South and Central Asia where the Masnavi 

of Rumi, the Gulisitan and Bustan of Saadi and the Diwan 
of Hafiz were taught along with Islamic Shariah and fiqh 
accompanied by najoom (astrology), tib (medicine), kimiya 
(chemistry) and riyazi (mathematics). There was a time 
when Diwan-e-Hafiz was a household thing and educated 
Muslim women and men referred to the Diwan for prophecy 
in their attempt to know the futuristic possibility of the 
fulfillment of some wish or desire. We should not forget that 
in the Diwan of Hafiz, the ghazal was the most dominating 
literary genre.  

The culture of greater Persia was a great inspiration for 
greater India and the ghazal, along with many other cultural 
desiderata, was imported into India from between the 12th 
to the 18th centuries.  These forms were given a local colour 
by many Indian artists. Amir Khusru (no words of praise is 
deemed fit for his towering genius) played a very important 
role, not only in the making of 'Hindwi' (Urdu) but also in 
the establishment of different poetic and literary forms as 
well as 'Hindustani' music. 

As the Urdu ghazal was born out of Farsi, it inherited 
numerous Persian conventions—images, metaphors and 
symbols: the cruel, indifferent or inaccessible beloved 
(mehbub, ma'shuq), the desperate lover (aashiq), his rival 
(raqeeb) and his counsel (nasih, nadeem), the wine (mai, 
sharab), the gathering (bazm), the tavern (mai-khana), 
the wine-giver (saqi) and the old spiritual master (shaikh). 
Beyond basic desire, the Urdu ghazal encompasses 
mysticism, philosophy and the chiding of the orthodoxy 
while celebrating inebriation and folly. The lover is the moth 
that consumes itself in the flame, the eyes of the beloved are 
like the narcissus, her eyebrows are bows from which her 
eyes dart arrows, her nose is like the letter 'alif ', her brow the 
moon, her lips rubies, her waist the neck of a wine flask and 
her height that of a cypress. 

By the end of the 18th century, Urdu ghazals had become 
very popular in India. Although the basic forms of the 
Persian imagery, metaphors, and formal elements remained, 
the Urdu ghazal developed its own distinct character, and 
seemed to capture the imagination of all strands of people 
irrespective of religious faith. The poets who played a 
major role in the establishment and popularity of this genre 
across the ages are Quli Qutub Shah, Wali Dakni, Siraj 
Aurangabadi, Meer, Ghalib, Zauq, Momin, Daagh, Jigar 
Muradabadi, Firaq, Faiz, Qateel Shifaee, Nasir Kazmi and 
Ahmad Faraz, among others.  

The Tradition of Ghazal in Urdu Poetry
S.M. Yahiya Ibrahim

COVER STORY
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Why Urdu in Nagari is 'Bonsai' Urdu 
Dr. Rizwan Ahmad

In 1996, Germany, in collaboration with other German-
speaking countries, agreed to implement changes in 

spelling that would remove some inconsistencies and 
make the process of learning easy for schoolchildren. 
But the proposed reform was met with protests and legal 
challenges in the constitutional court of Germany. A 
group of writers, academics and intellectuals, including 
the Nobel laureate Gunter Grass, ran a signature 
campaign against the reform. A professor also brought a 
lawsuit in the court claiming that his and his school-going 
daughter's basic rights have been violated 
by the reform. Although the court 
rejected their claim, what the protest 
shows us is that speakers of a language 
consider spellings as markers of their 
history and identity and oppose even 
those attempts that aim to tidy up spelling 
inconsistencies. If changes in spelling 
affecting a handful of words are resisted 
by people, it is not surprising when 
speakers of a language oppose changes in 
their script. 

Lately, the issue of using Nagari for Urdu in India has 
come up in the media. For a long time, suggestions for 
the adoption of Nagari were on the margins, but recently 
they have become quite mainstream. There is an attempt 
to market use of Nagari for Urdu as a means of its revival 
and promotion. People argue that writing Urdu in Nagari 
will expand its readership by making it accessible to Hindi 
speakers. Another argument given is that script doesn't 
determine the identity of a language. 

The idea that speech is primary, and writing is 
immaterial can be traced back to the pioneers of 
structural linguistics, including Ferdinand de Saussure, 
who, in the early 20th century, remarked that writing 
exists for the sole purpose of representing speech. In this 
view, writing is not only secondary but also a socially 
neutral tool for the representation of speech. Since tools 
are dispensable, scripts too can be discarded at will. This 
view of writing has long been rejected because writing, 
script, and even spellings, are social practices informed by 

and enmeshed in relations of power, history and identity. 

People in India who undermine the significance 
of script in shaping a language and the identity of its 
speakers should consider the case of Konkani, a language 
spoken in Goa. It is written, among other scripts, in 
Nagari and Roman. Nagari is championed by Hindus, 
whereas Roman is favoured by Christians. The ideologies 
behind the use of the script are so tightly linked to 
identities that users of Nagari consider use of Roman 

script, and by extension its users, as suspect 
and less authentic, even though Konkani 
in Nagari is quite nascent. 

Returning to Urdu, it is true that an 
Urdu sentence like main train se aj raat 
Patna ja raha hun (I am going to Patna 
tonight by train), when written in Nagari 
can become accessible to Hindi speakers. 
But neither Urdu nor Hindi can be 
reduced to this single pedestrian level. 
Both Urdu and Hindi have a large range 
of usage which determines the choice of 

words, grammar, imageries, etc., which their speakers 
strategically deploy in different contexts. Even if such 
Urdu texts were written in Nagari, they would not become 
accessible to Hindi speakers because there is more to 
Urdu than its script in the same way as many texts in 
Hindi would not become accessible to Urdu speakers 
if they were written in the Urdu script. The Bollywood 
lyricist Gulzar rightly claims that Urdu is the name of a 
culture. Take for example the couplet by the poet Sharar:

Mojiza wo jo masiha ka dikhate jate 
    Kah ke qum qabr se murde ko jilate jate

To understand the couplet, one must be familiar with 
the cultural and historical framework within which this 
poetry was produced and to which it speaks. Without 
knowing the miracle of Jesus Christ, known in Urdu as 
Eisa and referred to as masiha and the story of his ability 
to resurrect the dead, it is impossible to understand the 
poetry. A mere transcription in Nagari will not unlock its 
meanings.

COVER STORY

Reading or writing Urdu in 
Nagari, they will experience 

only a bonsai Urdu, an 
artificially whittled and 
pruned version that has 

been stifled and dwarfed to 
fit a literary pot to attract 
undiscerning 'customers'
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While it is uncertain that Urdu in Nagari will 
expand its organic readership, it will certainly create an 
experiential rupture in that those unfamiliar with the 
Urdu script will find themselves in a literary exile from 
the vast world of Urdu literature that exists only in the 
Urdu script. Furthermore, Urdu speakers are not confined 
to India. Those in the subcontinent and the large diaspora 
will, similarly, be cut off from participating in the literary 
experience expressed in Urdu in Nagari.

 I know that there are well-meaning people who do 
not know the Urdu script but want to enjoy the beauty 

Cow
I like globe-trotting. And meeting people from different communities and countries. 
One day, while walking in Jerusalem, I happened to enter a restaurant. There was a mosque on the one side, a 

cathedral on the other and a synagogue in front. 
A person entered the restaurant. He sought my permission and sat across the table. He looked like a civilised and 

religious person. 
During conversation, he asked, "What's the difference you notice between Kashi and Jerusalem?"
After a moment's pause, I said, "At our place cow is god; here god is cow".
He shied for a while and peeping straight into my eyes, he spoke with a smile, "Now, you have both in your part of 

the world".
And we both laughed. 

Order! Order!
A panchayat was called in the jungles of Chambal valley. 
The matter concerned an inappropriate behaviour with a woman and after that her murder. 
Five elderly men of the nearby village constituted the panch. The rotten corpse of the deceased woman lay in the 

dock. 
Ordinary folk from the village sat in front. On the hillocks nearby, the dacoits stood with their guns ready. The 

accused belonged to the group of dacoits. The panch listened to the case carefully. After a while, they whispered 
amongst themselves. 

The eldest of the panch spoke up addressing the deceased:
"The attack you suffered was wrong".
"It was wrong to outrage your modesty".
"The crime of murder is proved".
"We unanimously decide that you be buried in some other village. The accused stand honourably acquitted—Order! 

Order!".

(Translated from the original text in Urdu)

Two Mini Stories
Akhlaq Ahan

of Urdu. I would like to say to them that by reading or 
writing Urdu in Nagari, they will experience only a bonsai 
Urdu, an artificially whittled and pruned version that 
has been stifled and dwarfed to fit a literary pot to attract 
undiscerning 'customers'. An ingenious connoisseur of 
language and literature will not settle for anything short of 
the full gulistan that Urdu in the Urdu script is. 

COVER STORY

The author is an associate professor of linguistics, 
Department of English Literature & Linguistics, College of 

Arts & Sciences, Qatar University
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Bhairav Lal Das

Kailash Kumar 
Mishra

 Aradhana Pradhan

Anvita Pradhan

Sujata PrasadNitish Kumar

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z5TgywwvtVs&t=2413s
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Yogi Adityanath

Vikram Sampath


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LCEyBOunjuo&t=1101s
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Anil RastogiAlpana Singh and Vinod Pandey

(L-R) Navneet Sehgal, Awanish Kumar Awasthi, Anindita Chatterjee, CM Yogi Adityanath, Vikram Sampath, Madhuri Halwasiya, Deepa Mishra and Dimple Trivedi
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Durga Puja in Kolkata is a time for celebration, 
kindness, community and helping those who are less 

privileged. Prabha Khaitan Foundation has been deeply 
involved in education efforts and skill-building activities 
for children across India, and during the festivities it took 
the opportunity to organise, under its 
Muskaan initiative, a special Durga Puja 
event for children with special needs, 
in association with the Manicktalla 
Chaltabagan Lohapatty Durga Puja 
Committee. Muskaan is a joint initiative 
of the Foundation and the Education 
For All Trust, and is geared towards 
organising activities for schoolgoing 
children to aid their skill development. 
Under Muskaan, some key activities 
involve providing quality education to 
underprivileged children, empowering 
children holistically in a child-friendly 
environment through activities and 
nutrition, and distributing books, 
stationery and other school materials.   

Being here at Chaltabagan 
today is a wonderful feeling, 

since I have been greatly 
involved with this Puja 

for a long time. Everyone 
responsible for this beautiful 

Puja have always welcomed me 
and made me feel like a part of 

the family

A Time to Bring 
Everyone Together

Rituparna Sengupta

Rituparna Sengupta with the children at the Puja

The Manicktalla Chaltabagan Lohapatty 
Durga Puja is a historic one, having been 

started way back in 1943 by Nitin Jaiswal 
as a small celebration in a shop. It has 
now grown into one of the city's largest 
Durga Puja celebrations, attended each 

year by celebrities, industrialists, politicians 
and foreign diplomats. The Puja has won 

widespread recognition and many awards.

The Puja made this year a special one by spreading 
festive cheer among children with special needs, along 
with actor Rituparna Sengupta, who was also part of the 
celebrations. For its efforts, carried out under the aegis of 
Muskaan, the Manicktalla Chaltabagan Lohapatty Durga 

Puja Committee won the Anandabazar.
com Shera Sarbojonin Award for Social 
Work, having made an impact on 
the jury comprising actor-filmmker 
Arindam Sil, actor-MLA June Malia, 
journalist Anindya Jana and filmmaker 
Aniruddha Roy Chowdhury. The Puja 
was organised keeping all COVID-19 
protocols in place, including the wearing 
of masks.

One of the highlights of the Muskaan 
event was the participation of Rituparna, 
who has had a long association with the 
Puja. The actor distributed food packets 
and clothes to underprivileged children 

as well as children with special needs. She brought smiles 
to their faces and fostered a true sense of community and 
belonging. Supriya Jaiswal, from the Puja committee, 
was also present. "I must thank the Puja committee for 
organising such a noble initiative," smiled Sengupta. 
"Being here at Chaltabagan today is a wonderful feeling, 
since I have been greatly involved with this Puja for a long 
time. Everyone responsible for this beautiful Puja have 
always welcomed me and made me feel like a part of the 
family." In the true spirit of the Puja, Sengupta danced to 
the beats of the dhaak.

The success and joy of the event was a reminder of 
how the Puja committe  has always been a torchbearer for 
charitable and community-building initiatives. 

Supriya Jaiswal

@muskaan_pkf
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Sruthy Sithara embodies what Mahatma Gandhi said: 
"Be the change you want to see in the world." Those 

were the words used by the author and screenwriter, 
Advaita Kala, to describe Sithara, the transgender model 
from Kerala who won the Ms Trans Global India 2021 
title, and is now India's representative at the Miss Trans 
Global international beauty pageant. Prabha Khaitan 
Foundation organised a special virtual Tête-à-Tea session 
moderated by Kala, where Sithara provided insights into 
the complexities of gender orientation.

Kala started by asking Sithara what her 
childhood in Kerala was like. "Kerala is an 
educated state, but even there people lack 
a clear idea about gender and sexuality. 
Not just Kerala, we really do not have a 
semblance of sex education in our country. 
We need to be given proper sensitisation. 
I was born a boy in a small village called 
Vaikom, and till the age of 24, I grew up as 
Praveen. The way I dressed and walked and 
talked was not according to my own wish. I had 
to suppress my own emotions and hide the things 
I liked. I was caught in the societal stereotype that men 
have to be masculine and women have to be feminine." 

When did Sithara start feeling that the body she 
inhabited was not right for her? "Till Class X, I was very 
confused. It was from the fifth standard that I started 
feeling that I was not in the right body. I was struggling 
to get to what my own gender was. I was searching 
for Sruthy Sithara. After completing my degree, I was 
thinking about reassigning to my real gender. It was 
one of the toughest decisions of my life; I faced lots of 
challenges from family, friends and neighbours. But it was 
also the best decision I have ever taken. I came out as a 
trans woman in 2018." 

Sithara went on to talk about the film industry. 
"Transgender characters are played by well-known 
cisgender actors. Trans people don't get opportunities. I 
think acting is in my blood but I haven't been able to fulfil 

A Painful 
Journey to the 
True Self

my dreams because of the lack of 
opportunities for us. I believe I can 

even play the character of a cis woman 
well." 

"I was so happy when I began to be 
recognised as a woman," revealed Sithara. "I was the 
first trans person to get a job in the Kerala government's 
social justice department. I was proud of my job, but I 
also faced a lot of harassment. This causes trans people 
overwhelming mental stress. Children in our country 
need proper sex education and sensitisation so that when 
they grow up, they understand gender well." 

What are Sithara's plans for her community in India? 
"Having worked for the social justice department, I will be 
recommending to them and the medical board that they 
promote sex education and sensitisation. I also wish to 
use my platform and my own channel as tools to educate 
and sensitise people about the LGBTQ+ community." 

This session of Tête-à-Tea is presented by  
Shree Cement Ltd, in association with Kahalli

Advaita Kala

Sruthy Sithara

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HYWaM3LUmvU&t=717s
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@Kalam_East @EastKalam
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Manisha Kulshreshtha

Mukti Shahdeo

Poonam Anand Seema Singh

https://youtu.be/nIYKM0-bwPQ
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Vikram Sampath, the historian and writer, wears 
many caps and has to his name acclaimed books 

such as Splendours of Royal Mysore, My Name is Gauhar 
Jaan: The Life and Times of a Musician, Savarkar: Echoes 
From A Forgotten Past and his latest book, Savarkar: A 
Contested Legacy, which aims to provide readers with 
a neutral, researched perspective on the controversial 
historical figure. Prabha Khaitan Foundation organised 
an enjoyable session of The Write Circle in Nagpur with 
Sampath, who was in conversation with Ehsaas Woman 
of Nagpur, Priyanka Kothari. 

Kothari opened the session with a self-confessed 
"devil's advocate" take: why revisit history, especially in 
the context of people? Why not let bygones be bygones? 
"If that happened, then I would be out of a job," quipped 
Sampath. "But jokes apart, the importance of history 
in the making of a nation and a national consciousness 
cannot be overstated. It's to ensure we don't repeat the 
mistakes of the past and can heal civilisational wounds. I 
view history through that prism." 

"Is such healing happening and are we 
learning?" inquired Kothari. "Yes and no," 
replied Sampath. "There's always scope 
for more. What people did in the past is 
not immutable. Every generation, drawing 
from its own experience, tries to illuminate 
the past, present and future. The very 
nature of history as a discipline is such that 
there needs to be a thriving multiplicity of 
opinions."

How difficult or easy is it to be a historian now, in 
a polarised context? "I don't conform to labels," said 
Sampath. "But it is easier now. It's a sign of the changing 
times that I'm able to do research at the Nehru Memorial 
Museum and Library, which is a repository of all 
the letters and documents of V.D. Savarkar, who was 
constantly under surveillance by Nehru's government." 

Why did he choose V.D. Savarkar as a subject? "Why 

Learning From the Past to Heal the Future

not?" asked Sampath. "I found it alarming 
that there was no scholarly work on the 
man for people to read, even though 
politicians still use his name in election 
rallies and manifestos. While anyone can 
have opinions in favour of or against a 
historical figure like Savarkar, one should 
at least have correct knowledge about him 
first, instead of relying on pre-conceived 
notions. Thankfully, awareness is slowly 
growing about the travesties we have 

committed with the narrations of our past. I would like to 
remain hopeful for the future."

Moving on to his other works, it was during his Mysore 
visits that Sampath discovered the story of Gauhar Jaan. 
"Her name caught my eye as she was called the 'first 
gramophone celebrity of India'. She was actually the first 
artist in the subcontinent to commercially record her 
voice in 1902, when recording technology came to India 
from London. I felt her story needed to be told. There was 
a notorious shortage of information about her; she did not 
have any legal heirs. I chased her story for four years and 
wrote my second book on her. Her story inspired me to 
set up India's first digital sound archive."

 

The Write Circle Nagpur is presented by  
Shree Cement Ltd, in association with Lokmat, Radisson  

Blu Nagpur and Ehsaas Women of Nagpur

@write_circle @WriteCircle

Vikram Sampath

Priyanka Kothari

Parveen Tuli Jyoti Kapoor

NAGPUR

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9P_09SXm0zk&t=375s
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There will never be another Kishore Kumar. Nobody 
has heard this statement more often than the man 

who was born with the privilege and the burden of being 
Kishore Kumar's son. And yet, in spite of following in his 
legendary father's footsteps into the world of music and 
cinema, Amit Kumar "never wanted to copy my dad. I just 
wanted to be myself, live life my own way".

At the first in-person session of Ek Mulakat in 18 
months, Amit Kumar regaled the audience at ITC Royal 
Bengal with some enthralling music and memories of 
a golden era. The evening's discussion was steered by 
percussionist Bickram Ghosh, who revealed that speaking 
with Amit Kumar was a "fanboy moment" for him, for his 
songs "had permeated my consciousness when I was in 
school".  

After a warm welcome by Esha Dutta, Ehsaas Woman 
of Kolkata, Ghosh started the chat by asking Kumar 
whether his father's legacy ever bogged him down. "A 

lot of people have told me that had I taken myself and 
my singing more seriously, I would have been a much 
greater artist. The fact is that I know I could never be my 
dad, nor sing like him, but that hasn't stopped me from 
making my own identity. In some ways, I'm glad that I 
didn't take myself too seriously," explained Kumar.

During his formative years, Kumar had the chance to 
tour with his father and observe Kishore Kumar's genius 
from close quarters. Even though his father would 
regularly chastise him for not rehearsing adequately, 
Kumar learnt a lot "simply by being in the company of 
legendary musicians who would either perform with or 
come to talk to dad."

In this context, Kumar spoke about the relationship 
he shared with iconic music directors like Rahul Dev 
Burman, Laxmikant-Pyarelal and Madan Mohan. 
"These are the people who made me and inspired me," 
he said. 

Nostalgia and 
Melody Overflow 
with Amit Kumar 

Amit Kumar Bickram Ghosh

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZYdNn8k3Bxs&t=238s
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Recalling one interaction with R.D. Burman, he shared, 
"Pancham da called me and said that he thought the 
song sounded like a bhajan…. After it became a superhit, 
Pancham da would still say he did not like it at all." The 
song in question? Yaad aa rahi hai from the film 
Love Story, which Ghosh described as "an 
anthem for a generation".

Ghosh and Kumar briefly segued into 
talking about industry trends and how, 
unlike the '70s and '80s, the spirit of 
collaboration between commercial and 
classical musicians has disappeared 
today. "There was plenty of cross-
pollination back in the day, between 
people who knew and respected each 
other, who were both geniuses and what I like 
to call 'funsters'," noted Ghosh.

The discussion moved on to the place of melody and 
lyrics in contemporary music. "Ninety percent of people 

are essentially unmusical. There will always be trends that 
take over and last for a few years, but a good melody will 
never disappear altogether, thanks to the remaining 10 
percent."

In the age of Instagram and YouTube, Kumar 
said he "was lucky and proud to have thousands of 
people listening to my songs online. The fact that new 
generations still like my music and subscribe to my 
YouTube channel gives me a lot of joy."

In the final part of the session, Kumar spoke about 
the role of his mother, actress and singer Ruma Guha 
Thakurta, and how she influenced his music and career: 
"Initially, my mother would get annoyed at the idea of 
me singing, but when she realised this was something, 
perhaps the only thing, I could do, she became very 
supportive and encouraging. A lot of my musical 
education in folk music was a direct legacy of my mother 
and I owe a lot to her for how she shaped my perception 
of music."

Kumar also answered questions from the audience, 
including one from Mahalakshmi Iyer, who was in 

attendance with fellow singer Shaan. Iyer asked Kumar 
about the biggest lesson his father taught him and 
whether he had any regrets. "My father always told me 
that people will keep elevating you in life, but you must 

always know your worth and quality…. As for 
regrets, I don't have any. I'm just glad that 

I never became serious and yet people 
accepted me for who I am," he replied.

After the session, Shaan shared his 
take on the discussion: "I got so many 
insights about Bollywood legends 
from the discussion and was amazed 
to see how relaxed Amit Kumar is and 

how wonderfully he carries himself 
despite having a great musical legacy of 

his own."

The evening ended with Kumar performing 
some of his most popular songs, including Bade achhe 
lagte hain from Balika Badhu, which had given him his 
Bollywood break in 1976.

Ek Mulakat Kolkata is presented by Shree Cement Ltd, in 
association with ITC Royal Bengal and Ehsaas Women of 

Kolkata

Shaan Malika Varma

Esha Dutta

Mohua Chatterjee  Jaya Seal 

Rajesh Bihani (left) and Ashok Jaiswal Mahalakshmi Iyer

Anindita Chatterjee

@Ek_Mulakat @ekmulakatevent
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Rasheed Kidwai

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eiTTPOvKZwo
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Veteran journalist Prem 
Prakash's career, which 

spans more than seven 
decades, has been illustrious 
to say the least. Among 
other feathers in his cap, 
the founder and chairman 
of Asian News International 
bears the distinction of being 
among the few journalists who 
have interviewed all of India's 
Prime Ministers. Prabha Khaitan 
Foundation, which has conducted 
more than 800 virtual sessions in 
numerous Indian and international cities, 
organised a special online meet with Prakash under its 
Kitaab initiative to launch his book, Reporting India: 
My Seventy-Year Journey As A Journalist. The session 
also marked the launch of the Foundation's presence 
in Canada. The proceedings of the evening were taken 
forward by Rupinder Rue Hayer-Bains, the editor 
of the Indo-Canadian Times. The chief guest for the 
event was Ajay Bisaria, India's High Commissioner 
to Canada, and the eminent panelists included Vivek 
Savkur, the president and CEO of the BC India 
Business Network. 

Bisaria observed that Prakash's 
work is a "delightful read." "It's 

the story of India in many 
ways," he said. "To me the 
story runs on two parallel 
tracks. One, it's the story of 
the evolution of India and its 
several PMs, and two, it's the 

story of the remarkable Prem 
Prakash. It's an eye-witness 

account and assessment of what 
India was at different points in 

time." 

Was India's defeat to China in 1962 
Jawaharlal Nehru's fault? "I don't think so," said 

Prakash. "It was a difficult time for India. I was a 
regular at Nehru's home; he believed that the whole 
matter could be solved diplomatically. He also felt that 
the world had seen so much cruelty during World 
War II that it wouldn't help to resort to wars to solve 
political problems. But China was not the country to 
respond to the niceties of diplomacy. So I have always 
believed that the defeat wasn't really Nehru's fault, but 
it happened." 

What was the darkest period in India? "As a 
journalist, the darkest point was the Emergency," said 

Seventy 
Years of 
Bringing 
People Real 
Stories

Prem Prakash

Ajay Bisaria

CANADA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QDD_bEHnudY&t=1124s
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Prakash. "Censorship was imposed on us. I had to go 
into exile for three months. I was just lucky that the 
Chief Censor Officer was a friend; he asked me to 
disappear because my stories about the Emergency 
were getting out. He revealed that he was under great 
pressure from his minister to arrest me. So many 
things happened during the Emergency that shouldn't 
have happened—it was a terrible period." 

Since Prakash has seen all 14 of India's Prime 
Ministers, who among them has been his favourite? 
"That's a very tough question," laughed Prakash. 
"My relationship with all of them 
was very comfortable because 
I treated them all like human 
beings. Yes, they were leaders, 
but they were also people, and 
I talked to them man-to-man. 
My relationship with Atal Bihari 
Vajpayee was great, as was my 
admiration for Rajiv Gandhi. 
India would have been a totally 
different place if Rajiv Gandhi had 
not been assassinated. India is a 
different place now because, even 
though Manmohan Singh and P.V. 
Narasimha Rao brought about 
economic liberalisation, it was 
Atalji who carried them through." 

"So was it a jugalbandi between 
the leadership of Rajiv Gandhi and 
Atal Bihari Vajpayee that drove the 
change for the better?" wondered 
Savkur. "I think all the Prime 
Ministers did that," said Prakash. "Remember 
when India became free, manufacturing didn't exist. 
Nehru made sure that he established heavy industries 
and built all the dams and so on. It used to be fun 
travelling with him over the weekends; I remember 
the great thing about him was that he would go from 
place to place to personally see how the development 
projects were coming up. He established the IITs and 
the IIMs. Today, if we are ruling the roost around the 

world, it's because of 
those IITs. So I would 
say that we have 
been very lucky with 
all of India's Prime 
Ministers, barring that 
one phase which I 
spoke about." 

Prakash has visited 
Afghanistan so many 
times in the '70s, '80s and '90s, observed Bisaria. In 

the light of recent events, how is 
the situation there different now 
compared to what Prakash saw in 
the 1990s? "I have seen Afghanistan 
in very happy days. It was better 
developed than some East European 
countries. Education was good, the 
currency had value, and Afghans 
are good business people. Back 
then, Afghanistan fell victim to 
the Cold War. In today's context, 
seeing the situation there makes me 
wonder about the United States of 
America. What have they done? That 
was not the way to withdraw from 
Afghanistan after a two-decade-long 
war. When the Soviets withdrew, it 
lasted seven months and was decent 
and properly ceremonial. Joe Biden, 
on the other hand, has handed 
Afghanistan back to the Taliban. I 
am in the midst of writing a book 
on Afghanistan; I feel the country is 

heading towards a terrible period, unless countries like 
India move in." 

Why did Prakash put his life at risk so many times 
to report stories on Pakistan and Afghanistan? "I am a 
journalist," said Prakash. "If I was only writing, I could 
have sat in Calcutta, enjoyed my whiskey and written 
whatever I wanted to write based on sources. But if 
I truly wanted to tell the whole story, I couldn't do it 
sitting in Calcutta. The risk had to be taken. Even now, 
young boys and girls are taking risks to report from 
Afghanistan. It happens."

Aakriti Periwal, Honorary Convenor of Overseas 
Affairs, Prabha Khaitan Foundation, who had 
opened the conversation with a welcome note, also 
brought the session to a close with a vote of thanks.

Kitaab Canada is in association with BC-India 
Business Network and Indo-Canadian Times

As a journalist, the darkest 
point was the Emergency. 

Censorship was imposed on 
us. I had to go into exile for 

three months. I was just lucky 
that the Chief Censor Officer 
was a friend; he asked me to 
disappear because my stories 

about the Emergency were 
getting out. He revealed that 
he was under great pressure 
from his minister to arrest 

me. So many things happened 
during the Emergency that 

shouldn't have happened—it 
was a terrible period

Vivek Savkur Rupinder Hayer-Bains

Aakriti Periwal

CANADA
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Abhilasha Pareek 'Abhi'

Manohar Singh Rathore

Vimla Nagla

Vyas Yogesh 

Pramod Sharma

Pradakshina Pareek

RAJASTHAN
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@write_circle @WriteCircle

Monica Halan needs no 
introduction in the 

world of finance writing. 
Having worked at India's first 
financial magazine, she went to 
become an acclaimed speaker 
and writer as well as an 
inspiration to young women 
who are increasingly looking 
to understand the male-
dominated world of personal 
finance. Prabha Khaitan 
Foundation organised a 
virtual session of The Write 
Circle in Jaipur featuring 
Halan, with Jaipur-based 
educator Vaidehi Singh moderating the conversation about 
Halan's book, Let's Talk Money: You've Worked Hard 
for It, Now Make It Work for You. 

Singh opened the session by observing that Halan 
had written an immensely readable book about a 
subject that affects everyone but which many feel 
intimidated by. What made Halan write the book? 
"I was one of the first few Indian journalists to 
understand personal finance, and also realise how little I 
knew about it," said Halan. "Unlike a physical commodity, 
financial products are invisible. They're created in our minds 
when the person selling them describes them to us, through 
promises and big stories about returns. If I don't like a brand 
of chips, I won't buy it again. But if a financial product like a 
medical insurance plan or a pension plan has been described 
wrongly to me, I will only find out about it many years 
later. I realised the financial sector was not being truthful. 
Everyone should have these financial products because 
they solve definite problems in people's lives, but as I wrote 
more, I found out that average people freeze when it comes 
to figuring out what they should do. The feedback I received 
was that there was no book to read on the subject. It was my 
duty to put this knowledge out." 

The Write Circle Jaipur is presented by Shree Cement 
Ltd,  in association with Siyahi, Spagia Foundation, ITC 

Rajputana and Ehsaas Women of Jaipur

Halan and Singh went on to have an illuminating 
discussion about everything from myths surrounding real 
estate and gold to the depth of the question surrounding 
women and financial literacy. "The subject of women and 
finance is plagued by several social contexts," observed 
Halan. "Girls are encouraged not to ask too many questions 
about money in their fathers' houses. And woe betide 
the woman who asks for assets in her marital home! 
Controversy erupts if a woman were to ever ask for her 

share of anything. In truth, whoever holds the 
money power must ensure that the vulnerable 
members of their family know where all the assets 
are. I wish men would understand this."

What is Halan's advice to young couples 
regarding shared finances? "Keep your money 
separate. Your income and investments are your 

own; have a joint account for your spending. Moreover, 
you need to decide whether you will share expenses equally 
or according to your respective incomes. And to the 
women out there, be careful. Indian law doesn't recognise a 
community of marital property.  Assets only belong to the 
person who paid for it; ensure that your assets are joined. 
These are important conversations to have. Figure out your 
value systems around money." 

The informative talk ended on an encouraging note, 
with young people asking important questions about 
personal finance.

All About Money, Family 
and Reading the Fine Print

This was one of the most interesting 
sessions I've done. It gave me a lot of 
clarity and I lost some of my aversion to 
the term, 'financial planning'. The book 
is a great read for lay persons.

— Vaidehi Singh, Moderator and 
Founder-Principal of the Maharaja 

Sawai Bhawani Singh School, Jaipur

This is one of the 
best sessions of 
The Write Circle I 
have ever attended. 
Both Halan and 
Singh were 
excellent. I look forward to reading the book.

— Goutam Sen

Monika Halan

Urvi Bhuwania

Manasvini Mathur

Ruchir Sodhani

Lata Kaku

JAIPUR

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OxAf8H2L1rQ&t=26s
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Ashok Vajpeyi

Neelima Dalmia Adhar

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QyluLGTz-jk&t=834s
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Garima Tiwari
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Ravi Kishan

Shinjini Kulkarni

OSLO

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z14VfOGACWo
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Rajiv Kumar Luthra

Manoj Misra
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Inspirational women come in diverse forms, and Rita 
Jairath is one of them. The pro-athlete has made 

groundbreaking inroads into the world of women's 
bodybuilding in India, thereby smashing many 
stereotypes associated with gender and femininity. 
Apart from being a bodybuilder and a fitness consultant, 
Jairath was also awarded an honorary doctorate from the 
United Nations Diplomatic Mission in Women and Child 
Development. Prabha Khaitan Foundation, which has 
always strived for gender equality, organised a virtual 
Tête-à-Tea session with Jairath, who was in conversation 
with author and screenwriter Advaita Kala. 

Kala began the session by welcoming Jairath and 
reflecting on the circumstances she had to deal with 
while entering the arena of bodybuilding. "I wouldn't 
have imagined that I would ever get into bodybuilding," 
revealed Jairath. "I actually went to the gym for the 
first time with my son when he was already 15. As the 
mother of an autistic child, I put all of my energies into 
him, especially at a time when there was hardly any 
understanding around autism. As is common with neuro-
diverse children, my son used to be in a world of his own. 
It was when he was watching a movie that he wanted to 
have a body like a film star. I found it fascinating that he 
came up with the idea on his own. I felt it was my duty to 
take him to the gym and protect and guide him. I had no 
idea about the exercises performed in weight-training, 
but when I went to the gym with him, I realised I had 
a natural flair for weight training. I took to it like a fish 
takes to water." 

Jairath went on to speak about the prejudices that 
surround women who choose this path. "Everybody 

thought what 
I was doing 
was ridiculous. 
Exercise wasn't 
a concept; I used 
to get told that 
if I was so fond 
of exercise and 
resistance training 
then I should do housework. Women come and tell me 
about the prejudices they face from their husbands and 
families even now. In reality, 'masculine' and 'feminine' 
are characteristics rather than just physical aspects of 
gender. Men have some levels of estrogen just as women 
have a bit of testosterone. Female body-building is about 
exploring the potential of the human body." 

What are the mental benefits of being physically fit 
and active? "It's a meditative process when you're able to 
pursue a fitness journey. You learn to conquer pain. There 
are so many things we can subconsciously overcome 
when we are physically fit; we learn to prioritise what 
we want. The inertia of laziness disappears. There are, 
of course, the good hormones that exercise releases; but 
more than that, physical fitness brings a great freedom of 
the soul, because you know that you can find common 
ground with people of any age group who are also on the 
journey. You can go anywhere, you can do anything. That 
gives you an eternal kind of freedom."

This session of Tête-à-tea is presented by Shree Cement 
Ltd, in association with Kahalli

Building Bodies and
Breaking Stereotypes

Advaita Kala

Rita Jairath

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ffZqrR861Y&t=735s
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Rajuram Bijarnia

 Pramod Sharma

Chhelu Charan 'Chhel'

@aakharrajasthan @aakhar.rajasthan
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For more than six years, Vidhie 
Mukerjea had to wrestle with 

making sense of a life thrown 
into turmoil on the even of her 
18th birthday that to in the face of 
intense media scrutiny. 

What do you do when a life of 
comfort and security is suddenly 
snatched away? How do you cope when 
your mother is arrested in front of your 
eyes? These were the questions Mukerjea dealt 
with on a daily basis as her parents, Indrani and Peter 
Mukerjea, were arrested in the Sheena Bora murder 
case, one of the most incredible and complicated sagas in 
recent memory.

Having lived through the nightmare for more than 
half a decade, Mukerjea, 24, has authored her side of the 
story in a gripping memoir titled Devil's Daughter. At an 
in-person session of An Author's Afternoon, organised 
by Prabha Khaitan Foundation at Taj Bengal, Mukerjea 
discussed her book, her life, and the lessons she has 

Murder, Media and 

Mother: Vidhie 

Mukherjea Tells Her 

Story with a  

Nightmarish Scandal 

drawn from her harrowing experience.

In conversation with Mukerjea was Esha Dutta, Ehsaas 
Woman of Kolkata, who described Devil's 

Daughter as "raw, honest, unapologetic, and a 
revelation."

Farhan Khan, director of sales and 
marketing, Taj Bengal, introduced 
both Dutta and Mukerjea ahead of 
the session. 

With the twists and turns of the 
Sheena Bora murder case and the 

subsequent trial known to most, 
Dutta began the discussion by asking 

Mukerjea how she handled the initial 
shock of her mother's arrest in 2015.

"I shut myself off from everything. A lot of 
family members who saw me thought I wasn't feeling 

anything, but I simply went numb. I didn't cry for the first 
two months. My way of coping with the whole thing was 
to go off to London and start my university education," 
revealed Mukerjea, who soon found the "walls closing in 
on me in London".

No matter where Mukerjea went, her name and 
identity preceded her. The Indian media's insistence 
on dragging Mukerjea into their coverage affected her 
education and internship applications abroad, and most 
importantly, her mental health. 

Vidhie Mukherjea

Esha Dutta

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=psrm9YTA0Sk
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Murder, Media and 

Mother: Vidhie 

Mukherjea Tells Her 

Story with a  

Nightmarish Scandal 
But Mukerjea, who does not believe in naming and 

shaming, refused to hold any grudges. Once she realised 
that the media would not relent, she simply started 
becoming indifferent to their coverage.

However, after her father Peter was arrested, she began 
to "spiral out of control". 

"My father is the one person in this 
world who I can share anything with. 
Once he went to prison, I truly felt alone. 
My friends had disappeared and I felt like 
I had to parent myself," said Mukerjea.

Apart from professional therapy 
and self-coping techniques like shadow 
walking, Mukerjea found some solace in 
travelling. "I went backpacking to South 
America with a friend of mine and I 
think that changed my life…. It wasn't 
a trip that was planned in detail, we 
just went with the flow. Through that, I 
understood myself in ways I didn't think 
was possible before," shared Mukerjea.

On the subject of travel, Mukerjea opened up about 
how travelling across India, especially to Uttarakhand, 
gave her fresh perspectives on life. "Two years ago if you 
would have told me that I would have spent months 
travelling in Uttarakhand, sleeping in villagers' houses 
and visiting temples, I would have laughed it off. But in 
reality it has been such an eye-opening experience for 
me," noted Mukerjea.

After not keeping in touch with her mother for two 
years, Mukerjea has recently started speaking with 
Indrani again. Asked if she has forgiven her mother, 
Mukerjea said, "I have forgiven my mother because it 
has allowed me to unburden myself. Right now, both 
she and I are trying to understand each other, and even 
though people may judge me for accepting what she did, 
she is still my mother and the only person who loves me 

unconditionally."

Mukerjea shed light on how her mother Indrani is 
working on a book of her own, where she intends to 
tell her side of the story and process everything that has 
unravelled in the last few years. "I am going through 

parts of what she is writing and it is 
incredibly powerful," added Mukerjea.

Mukerjea also addressed the issue of 
mental health and stressed that Indians 
must stop stigmatising psychological 
issues. "It is absolutely normal to go to 
a therapist and talk. I myself had panic 
attacks for one whole year and I realised 
that an objective, unbiased perspective 
on my life can only help me deal better 
with everything around me," she said.

The conversation was followed 
by a round of audience questions, 
on everything from dealing with the 
media glare to writing a second book 
on travel to getting to know her mother 

better. Musician Bickram Ghosh, who asked Mukerjea 
about whether her struggles brought her closer to ideas 
of spirituality, observed after the session that "the way 
Vidhie spoke shows how she has worked on herself and 
the processes she has undergone internally. That would 
be my takeaway from the session — when you work on 
yourself, you can overcome pretty much anything in life."

The afternoon ended with Mukerjea reading the 
poignant foreword of her book, penned by her paternal 
aunt, Shangon Das Gupta.

An Author's Afternoon is presented by Shree Cement 
Ltd, in association with Taj Bengal,  
The Telegraph Online-My Kolkata

I have forgiven my mother 
because it has allowed me to 
unburden myself. Right now, 
both she and I are trying to 
understand each other, and 

even though people may judge 
me for accepting what she 

did, she is still my mother and 
the only person who loves me 

unconditionally

Farhan Khan Bickram Ghosh Mohua Chatterjee

@authorafternoon

anauthorsafternoon.in
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Kavita Kane has a unique contribution to the 
modern retelling of Indian mythology. The 

best-selling novelist is credited with training a 
feminist lens on our epics—a literary arena where 
it  is most needed. 

All of Kane's storie—Karna's Wife (2013), 
Sita's Sister (2014), Menaka's Choice (2015),  
Lanka's Princess (2016), The Fisher Queen's 
Dynasty (2017) and Ahalya's Awakening (2019)—
are based on lesser-known women in Indian 
mythology. Now she is ready with yet another 
powerful woman's story, one revered as a goddess. 

Prabha Khaitan Foundation organised a virtual 
session of The Write Circle with the author to focus 
on her latest work, Saraswati's Gift. The session was 
moderated by Dipali Bhasin, Ehsaas Woman of 
Delhi, and the ladies in conversation were introduced 
by Arundeep Plaha, Ehsaas Woman of Norway. 

"Characters such as Ahalya and Sita's sister 
Urmila are women who didn't find proper space in 
the epics," observed Bhasin. What were the possible 
reasons for overlooking them in ancient texts, and 
why did Kane choose to bring them to the forefront 
and share their outlook when no one else seemed to 
have considered it till now? 

"Given that 
the women 
protagonists in 
the Ramayana 
and the 
Mahabharata 
are Sita and 
Draupadi 
respectively, 
other women 
remain minor 
characters," 

said Kane. "For me, it started off by default. Karna's 
wife, Uruvi, for example, is a fictitious character, but 
I was personally very keen to find out more about 
Urmila and what might have happened to her. Many 
people don't even know she was Sita's sister. Those 
who do know her, know her as Lakshman's wife. All 
my protagonists are marginalised characters in the 
epics because they are essentially minor characters. 
But they all have equally fascinating stories of their 
own worth telling. They were remarkable, complex 
women in their own right. Moreover, they were 
all involved in the progress of the plot of the epics 
in one way or another.  I wanted to highlight that 
importance." 

Women 
Must Tell 
Other 
Women's 
Stories

Kavita Kane

Arundeep Plaha

OSLO

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X-HCKRxSyzI&t=35s
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How does Kane flesh out these characters, given 
that there's barely any information available on 
them? "I had to depend largely on the bigger, meatier 
characters involved in my protagonists' lives. I used 
the bigger characters and major events to flesh out my 
main characters. Take Satyavati in the Mahabharata, 
for example. In Satyavati's story, the main character is 
Bhishma. Even though she is present through a large 
span of time in the epic, she's in the forefront only 
in small episodes. So linking these small episodes to 
other larger events and characters helped me build up 
my protagonists. I dramatised what I interpreted." 

"Saraswati is known as the goddess of art, 
knowledge and music," said Bhasin. "What set her 
apart from other goddesses and why was she your 
first choice when you decided to write this book?" 
"I believe she is one of the most marginalised 
goddesses," replied Kane. "We know so much about 
Parvati or Lakshmi, but people tend to remember 
Saraswati only during the time of exams or pujas. 
Saraswati is more than a goddess; 
she's an abstract thought. She 
should be a way of life where 
she's a constant teacher. I haven't 
limited her to being a goddess in 
my book; I've tried to humanise 
her. I've tried to humanise and 
personify an abstract thought, 
highlighting the importance 
of education, intellect and 
information, and how these are 
all weaponised by man. Does man 
deserve these gifts? Has he used 
them productively? Moreover, 
our goddesses are more than 
just deities. What does it mean 
to be the goddess of music and 
art? How did that come to her? 
She's the goddess of knowledge, 
but what is knowledge according to her? I was 
trying to answer such questions myself; that's how I 
put it out into the world." 

 To what extent have strong female protagonists 
like Uruvi, Urmila and Saraswati been a reflection 
of Kane's own character? "I think you can include 
Surpanakha in this as well," smiled Kane. "I try to put 
myself in the shoes of the character, and be as fair and 
just and rational as possible. But they're not a part 

of me. After a point, an author cannot be a solitary 
figure while writing. These characters have a strong 
contemporary sensibility because they are a product 
of today." 

What does Kane hope to discover when she writes 
about feminism in Indian mythology? "We don't even 
recognise the women for what they are in our epics. 
Can you imagine the Mahabharata without a Kunti 

or a Gandhari, or even a Satyavati, who 
were so important to the story? When 
I think of feminism, I'm trying to tell 
the story of a woman, because I think 
women need to tell other women's 
stories. These stories are playing out 
every day around us. These characters 
are very much present in our lives. 
How do we react to them? What I am 
trying to say as an author is that these 
characters live among us; we are these 
characters. The problems, issues and 
circumstances these women faced in 
epics written so many thousands of 
years ago are also the problems and 
issues we are facing now. The message 
of the books is that these are stories of 
complex women and how they fight 
back in various difficult situations. 

That's the story of our lives: the will to fight back."

All my protagonists are 
marginalised characters in 
the epics because they are 

essentially minor characters. 
But they all have equally 

fascinating stories of their 
own worth telling. They were 

remarkable, complex women in 
their own right. Moreover, they 

were all involved in the progress 
of the plot of the epics in one 
way or another.  I wanted to 
highlight that importance 

The Write Circle Oslo is presented in 
association with Indian Norwegian Community 

and Ehsaas Women of Norway

@write_circle @WriteCircle
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With its commitment towards innovative outreach 
and education, Prabha Khaitan Foundation, 

under its Muskaan initiative, organised a unique virtual 
session in association with the Academy of Creative 
Movement and Dance. The session was moderated 
by Sumitra Ray, Student Programmes Adviser of the 
Foundation, who introduced Kruti, a teacher at the 
Academy who took pre-school children through a 
fascinating session of kinaesthetic movement and dance. 
The word 'kinaesthetic' refers to the human ability to 
sense body position and movement, and the Academy 
specialises in teaching movement and dance to children 
up to the age of six years. 

Kinaesthetic learning is premised upon the belief 
that children learn best when their body is engaged. 
Thus, instead of just listening to a lesson being taught, 
kinaesthetic learning ensures that kids are actively 
engaged. This is a developmentally appropriate approach 
that is a great way to improve literacy among toddlers and 
preschoolers.

Kruti's engaging and animated introduction to 
the setup for kinaesthetic learning set the tone for 
an innovative and fun session that would keep the 

The Joy of Learning with 
Both Body and Mind

children's interest levels heightened and augment their 
learning abilities. She began with a song, asking her 
young audience, "Hello everybody, and how are you 
today? / We all have come here to learn and laugh and 
play." The connection was instantaneous, and Kruti kept 
encouraging the children. "Roll, everybody! Try and touch 
the sky! Excellent!" She soon burst into song again, and 
each time a new dance or an action was to be performed, 
Kruti explained the concept clearly. She demonstrated 
movements for the little ones to follow, learn and actively 
participate in. In doing so, she embodied a new way 
forward in pre-school education–after all, kinaesthetic 
learning not only develops motor skills but also creates 
focus, thereby forging a connection between mind and 
body for early learners. It also uses dance–a helpful 
form of cardiovascular exercise–to aid children who are 
particularly agile in focusing on their energy. 

Kriti's approach included teaching the young ones new 
vocabulary through hand movements and song. With her 
unflagging energy, she taught her little students words and 
phrases like "jazz hands", "blade hands", "strong dancer" 
and "meek dancer". The teaching module was dynamic, 
and it was evident from the response of the youngsters 
that they were enjoying the session and learning from it. 

The personal touch that Kriti incorporated in her 
session reflected her love of teaching as well as her 
fondness for her little wards. "If you want to go from 
Bhubaneswar to Ahmedabad to meet Kruti Teacher, 
how will you do that? That's right, you may take a train!" 
she said, going on to demonstrate the quintessential 
movements and sounds of a train. The manner in which 
she held her audience's attention through the almost 
hour-long session was remarkable. 

The lesson concluded on a happy, high-energy note 
with a song and a dance. At the end of the session, Hetal 

Gajjar, the founder of the Academy, described the 
concept of kinaesthetic learning to all the teachers 
present. 

This session of Muskaan is a project of Education 
For All, presented by Shree Cement Ltd, in 

association with  
The Academy of Creative Movement and Dance  

& KIIT International School

@muskaan_pkf

Kruti

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lUhVny_gasc&t=227s
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@muskaan_pkf

At age 11, Savie Karnel decided she wanted to be a 
writer. Her resolve led to her becoming a journalist 

who worked with publications like The New Indian 
Express. Today, she is the author of the children's book, 
The Nameless God, which is set against the backdrop of 
the Babri Masjid demolition in 1992 and the communal 
riots that followed right after. Prabha Khaitan 
Foundation, under its Muskaan initiative, organised a 
virtual session with Karnel, who was in conversation with 
Belita Mascarenhas, the vice-principal of the Lourdes 
Central School, Mangalore.

In a video, Karnel explained to her listeners what The 
Nameless God was about. "I tell the story of two friends, 
Noor and Bachhu, who hold friendship above all. Their 
bond goes beyond their different religions. Theirs is a 
childhood where imagination runs wild and nothing is 
impossible. When they realise that their prayers to their 
respective gods for good marks go unanswered, they 
decide to create a new god who listens only to them. 
The plan works, and they get a holiday from school. 
However, when they get caught in the riots out in the 
streets, will their nameless god help them? In the 1990s, 
India witnessed communal riots, but society picked up 
the pieces and continued to live harmoniously. This was 
possible because of the countless stories of friendship 
and understanding, where people went beyond religious 
barriers to help one another. The Nameless God talks 
about the pointlessness of boundaries created by different 
faiths."

"It took me five years to complete the book," revealed 
Karnel. "I had to think about this nameless god. We need 

Telling Stories and 
Celebrating Differences

stories so that we can hope, believe 
and move on. As children, we all 
need to question things and find our 
own answers. That's how the main 
characters in this book operate, and all 
of them arrive at different answers of 
their own. They create the same god, 
but get their own individual answers. 
They have different beliefs, and the best 
part is that they respect each other's 
beliefs." 

In response to Mascarenhas's 
question about her process in starting 
to write the book, Karnel went on to 

make an important point about propaganda. "Propaganda 
has existed in our society for time immemorial; it's just 
the means of that propaganda that changes. I try to bring 
in what happened in the 1990s. The book came to be 
as I looked around to see what was happening around 
us, and I realised that I cherish the way we Indians live 
together, despite all our differences. I believed this had 

to be celebrated, and such stories repeatedly told to our 
children." 

How can children nowadays develop reading habits? 
"Books now have to compete with electronic gadgets," 
said Karnel. "Parents should let children read books 
purely for entertainment. That's how kids will begin to 
love reading. Even though my book deals with a serious 
issue, I've used simple language and humour to make it 
relatable for my young readers." 

The enjoyable discussion ended with an interactive 
session with the young children asking Karnel  
spirited questions. 

This session of Muskaan is presented by Shree Cement Ltd, 
in association with Red Panda

Savie Karnel

Belita Mascarenhas

Sumitra Ray

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q3TReQr4x7w
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The decades-long relevance of the United Nations 
in the history of global politics and international 

relations is well-known. It has been described as the 
world's only truly universal global organisation. It was 
thus fitting that on World 
United Nations Day, Prabha 
Khaitan Foundation, under 
its Muskaan initiative, 
organised a virtual session 
with the award-winning 
radio host, television news 
anchor and UN Deputy 
Director for Partnerships 
& Public Engagement, 
Ramu Damodaran. In 
the course of the talk, 
Damodaram, who has been 
a long-term associate of the 
Foundation's international 
activities, outlined the 
history, structure and role 
of the United Nations to 
school students across India 
and urged them to tap their 
own potential by coming 
forward to participate in discussions and debates.

Damodaran set the tone of the session with, "India 
is the United Nations made possible". He went on to 
explain. "From Kerala's Kathakali dance to the genius 

of Rabindranath Tagore, India as a country and as a 
people has never been diffident in taking the best of 
other cultures and adapting it to ourselves." He touched 
upon the relevance of the song, Ekla Cholo Re, which 

has been incorporated 
into the Foundation's 
anthem. "You can go it 
alone. But 'going it alone' 
doesn't necessarily mean 
the individual distancing 
herself or himself from 
society; it actually signals 
the beginning of a journey. 
Gandhiji started that 
journey, but soon, as the 
great poet and lyricist, 
Majnu Sultanpuri, once 
said, others began joining 
him and it became a 
caravan. This in many ways 
is what the United Nations 
is all about." 

Damodaran urged 
viewers to share with 
him their ideas of the UN 

and its possibilities. "This UN Day is unique in several 
respects. One year ago, on our 75th anniversary, we were 
in a world of complete puzzlement about the savagery 
of the pandemic, and the changes it wrought upon our 

Of Young 
Minds, World 

Peace and 
Human 

Ingenuity

Ramu Damodaran

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RKnBv0yoVTU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RKnBv0yoVTU
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lives—specifically childhood, youth and education. 
This UN Day, we have come a long way forward. In 
India, we have read a milestone in vaccinations, even 
while extending friendship to other countries through 
vaccines." Reflecting on the origins of the global 
organisation, Damodaran said that he 
was optimistic that his schoolgoing 
viewers would witness India becoming a 
permanent member of the UN Security 
Council in their lifetimes. "The Security 
Council will be enriched by having as a 
permanent member a country that can 
boast of minds like yours!"

On the subject of climate change, 
which the UN is deeply engaged in 
combating, Damodaran reflected on the 
nature of the organisation. "The UN is 
not a global government; it's a global 
coalition of national governments. But 
there are some areas that go beyond 
national authority on which we have to 
determine a means of global governance. For instance, 
how do we protect the environment, our climate? The 
biodiversity of the world does have a national character 
since it is located within different nations; and yet they 
are the heritage of humankind. Moreover, beyond 2030, 
how do we make development sustainable? How do 
we assure the needs of my generation without 
compromising the needs of your generation 
and of your children's generation? These 
questions will define the UN's next 25 
years." 

What is frightening about the future 
to young people, especially in terms 
of the role of the UN in their lives? 
Damodaran explored the answer to that 
question with his young viewers. "I may have 
given you the impression about the UN as a large and 
remote organisation. But the core mission of the UN is 
to preserve the dignity and worth of a human person. 
What does that mean? It means that if your rights are not 

protected, your talents not fulfilled, then you don't have 
the full measure of your dignity. And yet, I came across 
a story of a 14-year-old boy in the US who came up with 
a simple yet innovative way to help his grandmother 
handle a daily activity in spite of her failing vision. This 

innovation could help the dignity of 
so many people around the world with 
failing eyesight. To me, Tom, with his 
imagination, innovation and intuition, is 
the UN, far more than governments or 
world leaders." 

"Often we are told to think globally 
and act locally," said Damodaran. "But 
if we reverse that, if we think locally, 
about the changes that we can bring in 
our families, schools and communities, 
those changes can be elevated to a global 
level where we can act through the 
UN. Human ingenuity can help us stay 
united in the cause of upholding human 
dignity and worth." 

The stimulating talk was followed by a Q&A session 
during which a young viewer posed an oft-asked but 
pertinent question: what is the relevance of the UN in 
maintaining world peace in the modern day? "The UN 
is a permanent, day-to-day, alive organisation where 

people from all countries work together physically. 
Whenever there is a danger to world peace, 

countries can easily come together to discuss 
it publicly and privately. The idea of the UN 
being a forum for diplomacy is essential to 
world peace. Moreover, world peace will 
not be realised until every person in the 

world has an inner peace within themselves. 
This will only be possible when every person 

has sufficient food, good health, an education, 
and rights. These are the public goods that the UN 

is in a position to deliver."

This session was presented by Shree Cement Limited

If we think locally, about the 
changes that we can bring 

in our families, schools and 
communities, those changes 

can be elevated to a global level 
where we can act through the 
UN. Human ingenuity can help 
us stay united in the cause of 

upholding human dignity  
and worth

 Sumitra Ray
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@muskaan_pkf
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Manisha Koirala's book Healed: How Cancer Gave Me 
a New Life begins with the line "I don't want to die." 

When the actress was diagnosed with stage IV ovarian 
cancer in November 2012, it shook her to her core. 
Hopelessness began to creep in and she started mentally 
preparing herself to say her goodbyes to everyone and 
everything she loved. But her family refused to give up. 
Fuelled by their support, Koirala travelled across the globe 
to the Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center in the 
US. An 11-hour surgery and 18 chemotherapy sessions 
later, on April 30, 2013, Koirala was declared cancer-free. 
Today, the actress uses her personal story to inspire others 
battling cancer and spread awareness about a disease that 
claims the lives of millions every year across the world.

The World Health Organization (WHO) has identified 
cancer as one of the leading causes of death in the world. 
Statistics show almost 10 million people worldwide died 
of cancer in 2020. One in five people develop cancer 
during their lifetime, while one in eight men and one 
in 11 women die from the disease, according to the 
International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC). 
The National Cancer Registry Programme Report 2020, 
published by the Indian Council of Medical Research 
(ICMR), said there would be 13.9 lakh cases of cancer 
in India in 2020, and this number would escalate to 15.7 
lakh by 2025. Tobacco-related cancer would make up 
27.1% of the cancer cases in India. Gastrointestinal cancer 
would account for 19.7% of the cases, followed by 5.4% of 
cervix-uteri cancers.

Over the world, almost 70% of deaths from cancer 
occur in low- and middle-income countries because 
of late detection and lack of access to treatment. How 
important is early detection in treating cancer? WHO 
says, "Early diagnosis of cancer focuses on detecting 
symptomatic patients as early as possible so they have 
the best chance for successful treatment. When cancer 
care is delayed or inaccessible there is a lower chance of 
survival, greater problems associated with treatment and 
higher costs of care. Early diagnosis improves cancer 

Let's Fight
C a n c e r

CAUSE OF 
THE MONTH

outcomes by providing care at the earliest possible stage 
and is therefore an important public health strategy in all 
settings."

While screening programmes and pathological tests 
can help accurately diagnose cancer, increasing public 
awareness about the diverse symptoms of the disease is 
key to enabling early detection and minimizing delays 
in treatment. In 2017, WHO launched Guide to Cancer 
Early Diagnosis to assist policymakers across the world 
"improve access to cancer treatment for all". The guide 
recommends encouraging people to seek help when 
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symptoms arise and ensuring cancer patients have access 
to proper treatment without enduring acute financial 
burdens. It also suggests strengthening healthcare services 
and focusing on training healthcare workers to help them 
accurately diagnose cancer in time.

In 2014, Indian Union Minister for Health & Family 
Welfare Dr Harsh Vardhan announced November 7 as 
National Cancer Awareness Day. Every year, this day is 
observed in India to increase awareness about cancer, its 
symptoms and treatment and the importance of detecting 
cancer early. November 7 is the birth anniversary of Marie 
Curie, a renowned scientist and Nobel Prize winner who 
is known for her groundbreaking discovery of polonium 
and radium and her enormous contribution to the fight 
against cancer.

India also has a National Cancer Control Programme 
in place that was instituted in 1975 to offer effective 
treatment facilities for cancer in the country. The 

programme was modified in 1984-85 to accelerate 
prevention and early detection of cancer. As part of the 
first state-level movement on cancer control in the 1990s, 
people were encouraged to visit government hospitals and 
municipal clinics for free screening on a specific day each 
year. Awareness was spread through information booklets 
on how to prevent cancer and how to look for the earliest 
symptoms of the disease.

Cancer not only affects a person's physical wellbeing 
but can also wreak havoc on their mental health. We, at 
Prabha Khaitan Foundation, doff our hats to all cancer 
survivors and extend our support to those living with the 
disease. With determination, willpower and awareness, 
we can renounce cancer-causing lifestyles and hit back at 
the disease that destroys millions. As Marie Curie said, 
"Nothing in life is to be feared, it is only to be understood. 
Now is the time to understand more, so that we may fear 
less." Let's fight cancer and save lives.

CAUSE OF 
THE MONTH

ARTWORK BY 
SUDIPTA KUNDU
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Ruchika Nambiar's unique aesthetics 
has led her to a dollhouse! As a 

writer and a graphic designer, Nambiar, 
in association with Studio Slip, has 
created a one-of-a-kind installation: a 
miniature dollhouse inhabited by Little R, 
who is Nambiar's tiny alter ego. During a 
special three-day virtual session organised by 
Prabha Khaitan Foundation under its Corporate 
Programmes initiative, Nambiar, who also runs a 
mentorship programme for young 
artists and designers, talked about the 
interdisciplinary nature of her work and 
its focus on finding creative, non-linear 
ways to capture and represent experience 
through narrative. Lopamudra Lahiri, 
the corporate programmes adviser for 
the Foundation, introduced the session, 
the focal point of which was Nambiar's 
engrossing installation called The 
Dollhouse Project. 

"I had conceived of this back in 2015 
but have only been able to properly 
realise it over the past one or two years," 
said Nambiar. "It's a whimsical comedy-
drama, an interactive social media story 
set in a miniature parallel universe, and follows the life of 
Little R—my miniature alter ego—as she makes her way 
through the trials and tribulations of miniature life. The 
making of Little R involved several iterations; the current 
Little R was created after artist and sculptor Manush John 

Hiding in 
Plain Sight in a 
Dollhouse
digitally sculpted my face based on photographs, and then 
3D printed it."

"The storytelling project progresses season by season 
as photo-story episodes on Instagram," revealed Nambiar. 
"I wanted it to be a living dynamic; with each episode, the 
story of Little R is rendered with more detail, dimension 
and complexity. It is an experiment in testing the line 
between reality and fiction, finding out where Little R's 

reality overlaps with mine. In the process, I inserted 
aspects of my reality into her world." These 

aspects included everything from Nambiar's 
own slippers to the cereal she eats every 
day. "There's a certain fascination in being 
able to behold an object and then behold 
the same thing in miniature. The project 
is an exercise in hiding in plain sight, 

to test how much I can reveal of myself 
through a semi-fictional alter ego without 

editing out the mundane moments of my life." 

Nambiar took the audience through a fascinating 
virtual tour of the dollhouse, which includes tiny works 

of art contributed pro bono by 15 artists. 
"In March 2021, Little R moved into her 
new home. I celebrated it by hosting a 
'doll housewarming' in my own home!" 

"Even though it's a fictional space, 
I wanted the dollhouse to be rooted 
in the real world, so I brought in 
elements from the real world," said 
Nambiar. "A lot of the guests who came 
for the housewarming party brought 
gifts; many items in the kitchen of the 
dollhouse are gifts from people. 

"I hope to find new ways to help 
people become a part of Little R's 
story, which is just beginning," smiled 

Nambiar. "I hope she will become more real every day." 
The session ended with a vote of thanks to Nambiar by 
Lahiri.

This session was presented by Shree Cement Limited

I wanted it to be a living 
dynamic; with each episode, 

the story of Little R is rendered 
with more detail, dimension and 
complexity. It is an experiment 

in testing the line between 
reality and fiction, finding out 

where Little R's reality overlaps 
with mine

Lopamudra Lahiri

Ruchika Nambiar

CORPORATE  
PROGRAMMES

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6HVOjYy4zXA&t=2s
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Hiding in 
Plain Sight in a 
Dollhouse
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When one hears the word "majestic" in relation to the animal kingdom, the tiger will be the first creature to come to 
mind. Such is the magnificence of the big cat that the Royal Bengal tiger is even India's national animal. The tiger 

is also a big symbol of the planet's biodiversity. As an apex predator, tigers in the wild play a crucial role in maintaining 
the world's fragile ecological balance. If tigers disappear, it will have a domino effect on the planet's ecosystems.

Caught on Camera:  
The Royal Bengal Tiger

Photo by: Apra Kuchhal, Honorary Convenor of Rajasthan & Central India Affairs, PKF

Photo by: Nidhi Garg, Ehsaas Woman of Bhubaneswar Photo by: Priyanka Kothari, Ehsaas Woman of Nagpur

Photo by: Deepa Mishra, Ehsaas Woman of Lucknow

EHSAAS TIGER DAY  
CONTEST
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The rampant poaching of tigers is a cause for great distress. While India is home to the largest number of tigers in the 
world, it's also where the biggest numbers are poached. To boost conservation efforts, the Indian government banned 
tiger hunting and started 'Project Tiger' in 1973. Special tiger reserves were created to maintain a viable population in 
the natural habitat. Today, there are around 50 tiger reserves in India. Always a champion for conservation, Prabha 
Khaitan Foundation organised a "Women in Wildlife" photography contest for the Ehsaas Women of India, their 
friends and families, to send in their best photographic entries of the big cat. The winning images are on display in this 
article.  

Photo by: Jasmeet Nayyar, Ehsaas Woman of Amritsar

Photo by: Malika Varma, Ehsaas Woman of Kolkata

Photo by: Sushma Niraj Sethia, Ehsaas Woman of Jodhpur

Photo by: Praneet Bubber, Ehsaas Woman of Amritsar

EHSAAS TIGER DAY  
CONTEST
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